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Why i am not a hindu by kancha ilaiah

This is a blog that I took like this from the blog Stri Samia Books. Reference: Why I'm not a Hindu: Sudra Criticism of Hindutva Philosophy, Culture and Political Economy Kancha Ilaia demy octavo pb 3rd rpt 2009 163pp ISBN 81-85604-82-7 ed. In his ideas, you feel vulnerable to dealing with unspoilt waters. But in its intellectual adventurousness you also
feel the hilarity of enduring battle and fun in the fight. ~ ~ Sagarika Ghose, Outlook Kancha Ilaia writes with passionate anger, seasoned with sarcasm on the caste system and Indian society. He looks at socio-economic and cultural differences between Dalitbaguzhans and Hindus in the context of childhood, family life, market relations, power relations, gods
and goddesses, death and, not least, Indintva. By synthesizing many Bahuyan ideas, he presents his vision of a more simple society. In this second edition, he presents Afterword, which discusses the history of this book, often seen as a manifesto of the disadvantaged Dalitbaguyans. He talks about his feedback, as well as the abuse he received from his
traitors. He reminds us of the need for constant dialogue. As he says, he wrote a book for all who have an open mind. My request to Brahmins, Bania, and Neo-Kshatriyas [sudras's upper class] is this; you have learned only what to teach others: Dalitbachugian. Now it is in your interests and in the interests of this great country you must learn to listen and
read what we have to say. The most enjoyable thing for me was that she [this book] was listed as a millennium book [Pioneer] along with The Doctor's Anogillation. B R. Ambebkar Casta. In addition, it has been translated into several Indian languages. Thus, it became a weapon in the hands of dalitbagujan activists. [After-speech] Kancha Ilaia is professor
and director of the Center for the Study of Social Isolation and Inclusive Politics, Maulan Azad National University of Urdu, Hyderabad, and an activist on the Dalitbaguzhan movement and civil liberties. He is the author of Untouchable God, published by Samea in 2012, God as a political philosopher: The Challenge of the Buddha brahminism, and Buffalo
Nationalism: Criticism of Spiritual Fascism. Published by Samya Enquiries: 16 South Avenue, Calcutta 700026 tel:033 2466 0812/ 033 6519 5737 email streesamya.manager@gmail.com site: www.stree-samyabooks.com JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For a better experience on our site, be sure to include Javascript in your browser.
Kancha Ilaia Shepherd claims he is not a Hindu,simply because he has never been born alone. He grew up in the tradition of another set of Gods, a different set of traditions. Brahma Vishnu Maheswar was not. were agricultural workers who worshipped the soil from which they allowed them to produce food they could eat. He was familiar with the Hindu trinity
- but th was like how Indians are familiar with Hollywood actors; You can enjoy Johnny Depp's film, but they weren't part of Mollywood.As when baby Kancha came across brahminism. His parents treated brahmins and banias with respect, so did other people of his tribe. Brahmins were studied, the bania was richer. People who accepted their status in
society received the perks of both of these communities. Kancha continues to elaborate on how the caste system was created by braggins and used as a tool to inhibit daliths. Daliths and lower castes were not part of the Brahministic religion known today as Hinduism. Bramins, who were ousted by the desire to stay in power, created Shiva as God dalits for
Dalits. Shiva was deliberately designed with less force than Brahma and Vishnu as a means of subconscious transmission to the Dalits that they were smaller in status. According to Kanch, the poin was a quintessential brahminic text that was built to help the brahmins stay in power. He cites evidence from the texts - some more obscene than others. Mr.
Ilaia quotes and quotes Ambedkar on numerous occasions. But they are, in fact, two different people. Ambedkar realized the importance of maintaining politeness by presenting his arguments. He knew that what India needed was a change of mindset, not a division between different classes. Like Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr. and many other great leaders,
Ambedkar relied on what is known as Common Humanity Identity Politics.In his writings he relies on actual information available then to suggest that the Aryan invasion theory was a myth used to divide Native Americans.Meanwhile Kancha Ilaia chooses the identity politics of a common enemy. The book boils down to the fury fuelled by self-blinding toxic
rhetoric against the brahmin community - a soft target. When Ambedkar put forward encouragement between caste marriages and short term caste reservations for Dalutites to destroy the caste, Kancha offers Dality as an antidote to Brahmin nationalization - encouraging lower castes to separate from mainstream Hinduism disguised as Brahmanism. This is
a kind of political and social separatism, and can have unintended consequences. The state of India is not as strong as India's idea, and so encouraging any secession movements could end in the collapse of the state. It is very difficult to see Kanchi Ilaia's call for Dalitation as something more than a cheap political stunt. What he seems to forget is the
difference between the before the independence era and the post-independence caste era. Independence's postal caste system is a mutated beast with a caveat flowing through its veins. Not to mention the Kancha Ilaia attack The Brahmin community regressively hates mongering. There is one case in the book where Kancha Ilaia deliberately falsifies Hindu
myths for his own convenience - which cuts too close to the Keralite heart. Vaman, he said, was a devious brahmin who tricked the mahabali into giving him three feet of land, and unlike the original story we revere, Vaman in this story uses metal shoes to tame-trample the mahabali, and kill him. This refueling of stories is nothing short of hateful. This book
should be read despite the obvious political intentions of the author. Description Content Reviews Features Preview The most enjoyable for me [is] that [this book] was listed as the millennium book [Pioneer] along with the .B destruction of Dr. R. Ambebkar's caste. In addition, it has been translated into several Indian languages. In the manner it became a
weapon in the hands of Dalitbagujan activists.  - from Aftermova to the second edition.  Kancha Ilaia Shepherd writes with passionate anger, seasoned sarcasm, caste systems and Indian society. He looks at socioeconomic and cultural differences between Dalitbaguyans and Hindus in the context of childhood, family life, market relations, power relations,
gods and goddesses, death and, not least, Hindu. By synthesizing many Bahuyan ideas, he presents his vision of a more simple society.  In this second edition, Ilaia Shepherd presents The Afterword, which discusses the history of this book, often seen as a manifesto of the disadvantaged Dalitbaguyans. He talks about his reviews, as well as the abuse he
received from his traitors. He reminds us of the need for constant dialogue. As he says, he wrote a book for all who have an open mind. My request to Brahmin, Bania, and neo-Kshatriyas [upper-class Sudaras] is this: You have learned only what to teach others—Dalitbaguyan. Now in your interests and in the interests of this great country, you must learn to
listen and read what we have to say. Foreboding on the second edition of The Foreboding to the first edition of Marriage, The Market and Social Relations The emergence of non-velvet and reorganization of the power relations of the Hindu gods and us: our goddesses and Hindus of Hindu death and our death Dalitization is not a Hinduist aftershave: On
being a non-Hindu Indian Sparsha BarmanL about Ambkared: A Magazine on Theory and Praxis, Volume 1, Number 1 , April-June 2020Cancha Ilaia, who calls himself Kancha Ilaya Shepherd , is an Indian breeze in English and Telugu, a political theorist and former professor of political science at the University of Osmania, Hyderabad. Most of his literary
and social works are concerned with the rights of Dalits and the relief of their suffering. His book Why I Am Not Hindu: A Critique of Sudra's Philosophy, Culture and Political Economy was published in as a systematic critique of Hindatwa's hegemony and brahminic practices inherent in Indian society, which made Dalitbaguan easy victims of social
oppression. In the book's forefather, the author narrates the history of the book, where he argues that his constant engagement with Dalits and civil rights movements (vii) helped him build discourse by comparing their economic, cultural, political and social orientation with Hindus, or Brahmin Indians by themselves. Ilaia condemns several traditional (read
hegeonic) practices that make up the Indian social fabric and try to bring down the tall tower of Brahmin imperialism. In introduction, the author explains how Dalitbaguzhany have consistently been a different society since ancient times, mostly the politics of Hindutva. He boldly observes that the very spectacle of its saffron-thylak culture is harassment
towards us (ix) and argues that Sudaras and Ati Sudras possess an original religious, economic, political, social and cultural philosophy that differs greatly from Hindu philosophy. As such, they should not be included or absorbed into the body of Hinduism and Hindus at all. He devocates the word Hindu and focuses on Dalitbaguyan traditions, and at the end,
suggests that it is time that flag bearers of Brahminism should learn to listen and read what we have to say (xii). In the first chapter of the book, Ilaia tries to justify the title of the book, that is why he is not a Hindu. The chapter opens with a simple statement – I wasn't born Hindu for the simple reason that my parents didn't know they were Hindus (1). People
identify only with a particular religion when they see others worship the same God, go to the same temples, and practice similar idioms and rituals. The author's family, who live in a small South Indian village, wore only the identity of their caste - the lower caste - Kurumaa; and it was all that they could identify themselves with. None of the organized or
dogmatic religions were relevant to them, as none of them reflected on their lives and minds. We read glimpses of how the cast's sense of superiority and inferiority spreads right from his childhood. However, there is also evidence of some gender equality when it talks about caste training for teenage boys and girls. As education was kept out of the equation,
equality of both sexes included an area of physical labor - agricultural and domestic - that would keep the wheel of their lives rolling. (In fig: Kancha Ilaia at the Kerala State Literature Festival, Kozhikode in 2018. Image courtesy: Wikimedia Commons. Photographer: Sreejith Koiloth.) The Dalitbaguzhan community, for Ilaia, views sexuality as a natural
phenomenon and open way, problems related to family and relationships. Children get to know these aspects in the family space because their culture tends to judge younger ones basically because it judges adults, and according to the author, it gives a kind of parity in their cumulative consciousness. He notes that their sense of morality and immorality has
not been divinely received, but built, in many ways logically, in terms of family harmony (Ilaiah 5). Ilaia continues to talk about dalitbaguyan language and its relationship to their occupation, defining it as industrial communication (6). Dalitbagujan's hostility is also described as based on their professional identities rather than natural forces or brahminic
legends. He calls Hindu divinity patriarchal, as are Hindu households - the Hindu family is hierarchical. Girls must obey boys, children must obey the elders. Gender and age are two defining and measuring rods of family status (9). Moving forward with this same disdain, Ilaia argues that the traditional educational system is a slave to the Hindutva policy, in
which the Mahabharata and Ramayan remain constant, and no Dalitbaugian myths and legends ever find any mention in textbooks. He argues that the morality of the textbook differed from our living morality (17), as those in the textbook mostly relate to brahminic consciousness. He says that the sanskritized culture never allowed dalitbaguyan consciousness
to grow and that there was a conspiracy to suppress the formation of our consciousness (14). It emphasizes the kind of exclusion suffered by the Dalitbaguzhan community at every level, at all times, and in all aspects of life caused by traditional brahminic norms of society. Dalitbaguzhan, however, was required to identify himself as an independent unit in the
national fabric. Ilaia then analyses various social aspects of Dalitbagujjan's livelihoods, starting with marriage. He notes that marriage in their culture is a human and temporal cause designed to perform human functions of production and procreation (20). It is a Hindu religion that understands the institution of marriage as a divinely directed union divorced
from productive activities (20). Ilaia criticizes the omnipotence of hindu gods and calls the idea of a Hindu God a pin-bull in a quiet throwback sense. The Hindu ideology that associates every aspect of life with divine grace and providence is absolutely nonsense to it. For Dalitbagujan, daily chores like cooking are a perfectly mundane activity, only for the
purpose of feeding family members having nothing to do with the Gods, unlike Hindu households, where food cooked is also accredited for grace criticism of Hinduism continues, as he quotes from Gityta - you have the right to work, but not to the fruits. He argues that such a statement puts all the fruit at the hands of brahminist supremacists, with working
class Dalitbaguzhan left with nothing but blood and labor. Such caste-based discrimination, preached in Hindu scriptures, deliberately despises sudra's lower castes and amasses social, economic and political forces in the hands of the Brahmin aristocracy. The same goes for the baths, which are extremely exploitable – a character who comes from their
stronghold over economic exchange and as a result of sedimenting enormous wealth. This excessive control over the macrocosmic economy by the Baniyas, associated with their affiliation with brahminism, in turn caused the practice of caste discrimination dalitbaguyan. It is expected that in Indian society wealth has always been a decisive factor in
government and politics. Baniya in their space, and Hindus in the country, practiced the same maneuvers to preserve their social place of power, and to ensure that Dalitbaguzhany did not organize or go up evenly to claim socio-political and economic equality. Continuing in the same ring, in the next chapter, Ilaia discusses The Emergence of Non-Velvet and
The Reorganization of Power Relations. In this section, he explores exactly how the idea of caste creates division in people's minds and how it inherently carries the nature of the internal struggle for power. As the name suggests, he is trying to find this power relationship with reference to a new chapter of people he calls nonoxtariums. He is trying to find a
binary file between non-velvets and Dalitbaguzhans in a larger socio-political context. According to Neo-Kshatriya, Ilaia refers to Sudra upper-caste people who have recently begun to emerge as replacements for the now mostly dormant Kshatriya or warrior class, by establishing hegemony in all the structures in which power operates (37). Ilaia names
certain castes such as Reddies, Velammas in Southern India, and, Marathas, Patels, Rajputz in Northern India, whom he identifies as members of this Class of Neo-Kshatriya. This class has failed to stabilize any political scenario and the author believes that these upper-caste sudra individuals with agricultural and non-brahmin roots often dwindle between
democracy and dictatorship. They are even worse than Chschatrius because they lack even a distant sense of ideals. This directly conflicts with the fact that every connection in the Dalitbaguzhan community is personal, social and political at the same time. This same multilayered connection contributes to the spirit of unity among Dalitbaguyan. To quote
him: There is nothing like this All ours. (41) However, Hindu ideology supports the notion of private property used by the upper caste harvester to assert and exhort political power rooted in caste patriarchal authoritarianism (43). Ilaia writes that if the Dalitbaguzhan community had received an uncorracting revolutionary theory of Marxism, India would have
suffered the Dalitbaguyan socialist revolution. But the theory only came to Bramins, Baniyas and Neo-Kshatriya, the holders of the scepters themselves. Dalitbaguzhany again remained in the dark. However, the only successful movement was the Ambedkar anti-quarantine movement, which suffered a heavy blow to Hinduism and Brahmin hegemony, during
and after Independence. The fight is still going on. Ilaia then offers an overview of postcolonial changes in the relationship between Dalits and Hindus. Significant changes in the treatment of castes in the education system did not. He admits that after entering college, he was introduced to the European education system, and found it far less oppressive to
lower-class people than the usual brahminic system. However, Dalitabaguzhans were still rated as other societies, and surnames such as Ilaia, Yellya, Mallya still looked down as they began to receive higher education. Then, entering urban life, he found that instead of decastized urban space, brahminic consciousness permeated everywhere. All urban civil
society has already turned into part of the equipment, so that otherwise dalitbaguzhan communities just as it was in their village and / or colonial environment. Postcolonial political parties, which he broadly classifies into two schools - the Liberal Democrats and communists, also failed Dalitbaguzhan. The Congress, from the Liberal Democratic wing, rose to a
blunder of political power in the initial postcolonial era, and, according to Ilaia, was systematically formed in being the party of bhadralok (58). To describe the intraparty relationship between Dalitbaguzhan and the upper caste, the author alludes to the relationship between Hanuman and Rama, making the true hierarchy as clear as it can be. The party
claimed to be fighting for the welfare of Dalitbaguans, and under the hood of such claims, the piece accumulated public resources and powers in the hands of the upper caste Hindus of the party. On the other hand, Indian communists remained (or perhaps deliberately kept themselves) alienated from the Dalitbaguyan community. He points to three aspects
of this alienation - i. Communist leadership belonged to the upper caste, ii. They continued their Hindu way of life, despite being Communists, iii. The masses remained poor, while the leaders came from relatively Backgrounds. Promoting his disdain for the Indian Communists for compromised with Hindu brahminism, he argues that Indian communist
literature has never criticized the Hindu gods; defending the double face, the Communists themselves broke away from the counterculture they positioned against Hindu ideologies. He attacks the invertebrates of Indian politicians for not rising up against the harassment of Dalitbaguyans. He notes that simply sanskritization dalitbaguans could not and did not
solve castist humiliation, exploitation and discrimination. The nature of Brahminist political power in India has always been exceptional and separatist; scattered revolutions across the country over the years have just acted as short tea breaks. Ilaia moves to explore the attitude of the Hindu gods to the Dalitbaguyan community and tries to demystify Hindu
divinity by gradually exposing the socially unacceptable practices sanctioned by such divinity. The author also explains how the Dalitbaguyan community was appeased systematically, since the corps of this community was absorbed into the body of Hinduism, at the same time the community was allocated a low position in the religion itself. Ilaia notes that
several Hindu institutions have helped support the hegemoony of brahmin forces or by creating an consent system for lower castes and on failures, taking appeals to violence. He argues that violence was the main mechanism for controlling Hinduism, which he reasoned that many of the Hindu gods were gun-wielding (72), unlike the gods of other religions.
In addition, Hindu divinity is perhaps the only form of divinity that uses both consent and violence to force the masses to subdue, and that obviously makes it a fascist religious system. Ilaia brilliantly demonstrates the logical mistakes of patriarchy and brahminism inherent in Hindu mythology, and how such evil was made with divinity to preserve the pyramid
power. He notes how Hindu mythology has remained silent about Dalitbaguyan women or demonized them, championing Kshatriya women in all their ancient literature. In addition, he mentions the gender equality practiced by the Dalitbaguzhan community, where widows are respected and not socially isolated or looked at, unlike Hindu communities. No
communal unrest, he argues, took place over the temple of Pocha (Dalitbaguyan goddess), but around temples dedicated to Hindu deities. It provides short stories about the basic dalitbahujan deities, their history and relationships with the masses. He writes that there is almost no distance between the Dalitbaguyan gods and the masses; there is a bi-right
flow of consciousness between divinity and humanity, and that is what sustains religious equilibrium. That is why the inclusion of the community in Hindu rule was destined to be fatal, according to Ilaia. Ilayi's insightful and provocative analysis takes an interesting turn in the penultimate chapter of the book, where he participates in a comparative study of
death in both Hindu and Dalit communities. He argues that while birth is accidental and death is inevitable, it is also a fact that such death can be shaped to death according to our own ideas and beliefs (103). According to him, Brahmin's ideal, that is to live, is to die, makes it a must for life to be filled with contemplation of death, and thereby psychologically
cripple the masses and make them desperate to provide a heavenly afterlife, perhaps only by diktat Brahmins. Hindu prayers, being a monopolist and weapon of brahmins, they easily set their hold on to the crowd. Ilaia recalls here several rituals centered on the gates after the death of a Hindu, making the mourning family, unconsciously, come to terms with
the grace of the former. On the other hand, Dalitbaguyan's death marks a loss of labor and productive work. He, Hauber, criticizes Dalitbaguyan's cremation practice, which he views as a derivative of Hindu practice. Ilaia expresses a desire that Dalitbaguzhan choose some other method of funeral, because cremation is a practice deftly lined up by state
authorities to destroy evidence of torture and murder (112). In the final chapter of the book, Ilaia puts forward his innovative agenda of Dalitalization, not Hinduization. Underneath, he basically means that all Indian society has to learn from Dalitwadas (planned caste terrain) about their ways of living and relationships, including their political and religious
orientations. He specifically points to the spirit of unity supported by Dalitbaguzhans and the idea of collective ownership that prevents their society from being humiliated into a capitalist structure. Also, when asked about property and heritage, he raises questions about the link between life and property, where he severely attacks the emphasis put by
Hinduism on the notion of patriarchal heritage, where women are carefully suspended from property rights. He describes Dalitbaguzhan as collective beings [and]... secular social beings (116). He strongly encourages the organization of more Dalit movements to end the plight of Dalitbaguyan in the present Indian society. Ilaia sums up his findings and makes
the following closing remark - Hinduism bears full responsibility for the tragedy of this country (127). Why I'm not a Hindu was carefully crafted by Ilaia in an attempt to remind Hindus (read Indians) of the iuntable and explicit forms of brahminism practiced on a daily basis and how socio-political level of such practice inevitably marginalizes dalitbaguyan
community. One finds lucid appeal running throughout the book to dereligionise the term brahminism with its Hindu paraphernalia and portray it as the character of every powerful social class. For Ilaia, the term refers to the manipulative practices of socially influential people in India to keep their pitches over weaker sections. The political, social, economic
and religious aspects of both Dalitbaguzhansky and Hindu lifestyles were followed every minute by the author. With Dalitbaguan backgrounds, he is able to first-hand provide evidence of the contrasts these two communities have historically put forward. It could be argued that sometimes Ilaia sounds quite partially in relation to the planned castes while
criticizing dalitbaguyan and Hindu systems side by side. Further than that, however, his criticism of various aspects of Hindathwa's ideology has almost no logical disenfreverance and the facts he highlights reliably concern all of India's goodwill. Living in the twenty-first century, when the country is almost entirely saffronized, the book Why I'm Not Hindu can
be a real eye opener, pushing one to read Indian politics between the lines, and try to change it. Link Ilaia, Kancha. Why I'm not Hindu: Sudra Criticism of philosophy, culture and political economy. Sam, 1996.Information writer Sparsha Barman studies English literature at the University of the Presidency, Calcutta. He's a website developer. He has so far
developed two commercial websites and was the primary responsible for developing the All About Ambedkar website ( . His research interests include classical mythology, biblical studies and Renaissance art and literature. He is a music, photography, art and chess enthusiast. Participated in a project documenting the history of Murschidabad through folklore
and local legends. Legends.
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